We study the feasibility of extending the lifetime of a wireless sensor network by exploiting mobility. In our system, a small percentage of network nodes are autonomously mobile, allowing them to move in search of energy, recharge, and deliver energy to immobile, energy-depleted nodes. We term this approach energy harvesting. We characterize the problem of uneven energy consumption, suggest energy harvesting as a possible solution, and provide a simple analytical framework to evaluate energy consumption and our scheme. Data from initial feasibility experiments using energy harvesting show promising results.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Wireless sensor networks [I] are an exciting new area of research. They belong to the class of ad-hoc networks, where the individual nodes have limited sensing, computation, communication and energy. The (envisaged) large scale of such networks prohibits human intervention for network maintenance. One of the very scarce resources for these types of networks is energy. These networks are expected to have a long lifetime (weeks to years) without human intervention for energy replenishment (recharging or changing the batteries). Human intervention is undesirable since large number of nodes imply high operational cost.
Current approaches to energy management mainly focus on low power architecture and low power network design at different communication layers. These include ( Figure I Dynamic configuration of nodes with extra deployment of them in any geographic region for sleep cycles in higher time granularity [4] .
Geographic and power aware routing to bound network traffic [SI.
Data Aggregation to increase the good put of the network and to suppress unnecessarily data traffic [6,71.
In parallel, there has also been active research in environmental power scavenging techniques [E]. There is also some work on energy replenishment in a sensor network using robots [9]. In this
Figum 1: Low power network design techniques
project a robot is used to recharge the sensor nodes connected to plants. The robot is also used to water the plants. In terms of harvesting energy from the environment, the current mature technology is based on solar cells. While solar cells are attractive outdoors, they have poor indoor performance especially with Ruorescent lights sources. They also suffer from a large dynamic range outdoors. There is a difference of up to three orders of magnitude between the available solar power in cloudy, shadowy and sunny environments. Other potential energy sources are vibration, fuel cells, thermal diffusion and acoustic noise. These new technologies are not mature, which precludes their use in the near future. Solar cells remain the current main source of ambient environmental energy.
THE ENERGY HUNTING MECHANISM
Consider a geographically distributed Sensor network composed of many individual nodes. We assume that some of the nodes are capable of recharging themselves using energy available in the environment using solar panels. We call these nodes energy producers. Thc rest of the nodes only consume energy in computation and communication. We call them energy consumers. mere are two key problems to be addressed. Energy producers need to work with a non-uniform geographic energy distribution, i.e., the available energy pattern in the network environment may be completely different from the energy consumption pattern and it may lead to energy starvation in some portion of the network. This may ulti- mately result in a fragmented network and uneven sensor coverage because some set of nodes has been completely energy depleted. The second problem is for the energy producers to deliver the energy they have gathered to the consumer nodes.
We propose a method to exploit robotic mobility by having energy producers he mobile robots. These nodes try to keep themselves recharged by moving to locations with abundant energy supply. Once charged. they migrate to the service areas in the network for delivering energy to the (static) consumer nodes that have requested energy. In essence. mobile energy producers act as energyequalizers in the network by canying energy 'payloads' from areas where environmental ambient energy is plentiful to areas where it is either unavailable or being used faster than it can be harvested. Although in this paper we explore energy harvesting via mobile nodes, related problems use mobile nodes for other purposes, such as to maintain network connectivity [IO] or to improve localization [ I I , 121. It is interesting to note that the mobile nodes can also serve other purposes such as maintaining network connectivity.)
ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION

Self Contained Network
We consider the sensor network to he a closed energy system consisting of producers and consumen. Each node is capable of producing energy with rate Pp(i, t) and consumes energy with rate Pc(i, t). The network longevity depends on Pp ~ Pc over the entire network (Figure 2 ). At any instant of time the amount of energy consumed at node i is:
The network energy is the summation of the individual node energies across the network: 
Since energy consumption and generation varies across the network, Some nodes may be self contained while others may not. For example, a node sitting in shadow and actively sensing and communicating would have a large consumption and so probably would not he self contained, while a lightly used node in bright sunlight will have plentiful energy. The goal of our system is to detect these kinds of energy imbalances and even them out by moving nodes.Thus we can define the network to be self-contained if
Note that it is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a static network to be self contained mainly because the formula docs not consider energy distribution variation. If we assume that energy overhead OF the energy-equalizing algorithm is zero, then there exists an algorithm such that by implementing that algorithm there would be no energy failure of any element of a self-contained network.
In practice the overhead of such an energy-equalizing algorithm may not be be negligible,specifically in our case, in which we exploit motion. Then a network is a self-contained network i t
E ( t ) -
where, E,,,,,,,, is the overhead of the energy harvesting algorithm. Notice that EoVcrheod. is not a fixed value and to a great extent, depends on the variance of the environmental energy availability , spacial distribution of the network and number of static nodes.
Energy Cells
Let the maximum amount of energy that any mobile node can store he E,,,, the amount of energy it consumes to move (per unit distance) be E,,,, the maximum amount of energy any static node can store (and thus require a mobile node to transport) be E p Y y l O a d .
The longest profifable distance a mobile robot can move is:
We divide the network into service zones of linear size L (we use square service zones of diagonal L). Each such zone is called the Energ]' Cell Area (ECA) and it shows the zone of service or the territory of a mobile node (Figure 3 ). This defines a minimum bound on the number of serving robots needed in the network 
ECA
Energy cells determine a theoretical minimum bound on the number of robots but the actual number of needed service robots may be larger depending on the network consumption and the available environmental energy. If we assume the density of static nodes is A and the network coverage area is A, also assume that average node's power consumption is Pc and average power availability for production is Pp then the minimum number of service robots is:
In this formula the parameter =& is the number of Energy Cells, the ECA x A stands for expected number of static nodes per Energy Cell and is the rate of power consumplion (discharging) compared to the rate of power production (charging) in cells.
The value of Pc is the average value of consumption of the nodes and the value of Pp is the average power production (i.e. average power per unit area multiplied by the solar panel area). Note that the efficiency of the solar charging system may also he accounted for in the calculation. Also notice that increasing the number of robots can compensate for the effect of low available energy density across the cells, although, this may not make sense beyond a certain limit. Finally, the effect of large variance of available energy dismibution can be compensated by increasing the energy capacity (battery size) of each robot. This will increase its energy searching territory. Transmission ranges of all the beacons are calibrated to he onegrid cell with an auto calibration routine we developed. This currently provides us a three-hop network. Both robots and static nodes can send information packets destined to a specific destination node in the network. We currently use flooding as our routing mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED
Each robot constantly sends a query to the network to find out if any static node needs service (i.e. energy replenishment). The static node(s) that needs the service replies back with its location and the amount of time it can survive without assistance. The robots then select the node with most urgent service and navigate across the testbed toward the Service location.
The robots have wheel odometers, which produces 10 pulses per inch. They also have a compass with resolution of bener than 5'.
The combination of RF localization service, wheel odometer and compass enables s reasonable navigation across the testbed. A camera suspended above the testbed is used for ground t~t h l l s ] .
The robots can he charged via a wall adapter or an optical docking station. The charging time with wall adapter is 3 hours and with the optical docking station it takes about 6 hours. The robots also can go to deep sleep for minimum power consumption.
EXPERIMENTS
formed a series of experiments using our testbed. These tests are:
To begin to understand the viability of energy harvesting we perquantifying the network power consumption e quantifying robot parameters (energy consumption, production and capacity) a characterize the running overhead of the robots
We also calculated the necessary number of robots for running on our testbed.
Maximum Network Consumption: Simple Ping
The first experiment characterizes the lifetime and energy consumption of the network over different traffic patterns. The energy reservoir of the network is a known parameter, which is the battery capacity of individual nodes multiplied by number of nodes. Energy consumption of the network is the other imponant parameter for determination of the network lifetime. Energy consumption is dependent on network activity or network traffic.
We ran multiple ping experiments with different transmission rates each for 30 minutes and measured the actual number of packets passed through the network (Table I) . These measurements are obtained using snooper nodes across the network that listen constantly to the network traffic and dump data on a central debugging PC machine. Table 1 shows that the amount of information which can pass through the network, is maximized at certain point. This maximum capacity point is also the maximum energy consuming point for the network. We call it Peak Consumption Point. Note that in reality the actual power consumption may be more than the peak energy point if the amount of information sourced in the network is more than the network capacity, which waste the energy resources without any improvement in traffic. Clearly this is not a good design point.
At the Peak Consumption Point the network passes 16700 packets per 30 minutes or 9.3 packets per second. Since there are only in reception 36mW and in sleep it is only 240 fiW, This suggests that the maximum node consumption is obtained by multiplying the transmit power by the maximum percentage of transmit time to which we add the reception or idle power consumption for the rest of the time. Using numbers from our testbed Transmittime=25ms x 0.62=0.015sec= 1.5%
MaxNodeconsumption=60mWxl.5%+36mWx98.5%=36.4mW
This shows that with the current MAC and routing protocol the consumption of the multi-hop network is mostly dominated by idle power. which is basically reception power (since the radio listens in idle mode). This power consumption may increase if we have better routing protocol or a MAC protocol with RTSICTS, enabling higher amount of traffic that network can carry. Finally it also shows that by being able to change some percentage of idle time from receiving to sleeping we may gain a lot of power saving.
Using current values for static node battery capacity in OUT testbed (550mWh) allow us to compute network lifetime: 550mWh/36.4mW = 15.1 hour
Robot Energy States and Robot Territory
Mobile nodes in our system have different energy states (Table 2). The main states a x transmitting, receiving, moving and charging. Charging state gives a variable rate, depending on the available environmental energy. The charging value in Table 2 is the typical value for our optical docking station.
Based on our previous discussion for the robot temitory and the fact that the robot's moving power consumption (per unit distance) is 0.210 Jlinch, the robot battery capacity is IlOOmW and each static node has capacity of 5 5 h W h . we compute the diagonal of ECA:
territory. Although this appears to be a promising result, we note that the rate of charging of the robot is very close to the rate of discharging the nodes. This requires a large number of serving robots. In this example we have:
Since in our case ECA is the whole network (AN = ECA), we obtain the following numbers for our testbed. This result shows the importance of the consumption pattern. Note that this number of serving robots is necessary for worst traffic condition and guaranteeing the network longevity. In practice the number of serving robots may reduce depending on expected reliability
Overhead of the Algorithm
The previous two experiments give an estimate ofthe robots territory and the actual number of needed robots for maintenance of the network longevity. However, we have not yet considered the overhead of running the algorithm. There are two type of overhead associated with our algorithm. The first one is the communication overhead an the network for energy queries and the replies. Thhe second one is the movement overhead (due to paths taken by the robot which are longer than optimal).
We ran a series of experiments to estimate the overhead associated with the suboptimal paths the robot takes. We programmed the robot to go from different initial points to destination points and logged the path they actually navigated. Figure 4 (c) shows one example of such navigation. In this figure it is clear that the robot starts from location 3,1 to reach location 3,l. The actual path taken is shown in the figure. The average path has 30% overhead (sampled on 100 paths) compared to the straight-line path. If we neglect communication overhead, and also neglect the overhead of sink to SOUKC movement due to our small testbed size, and only consider the movement overhead this corrects the requirement for the maximum number of robots to be:
Number of Serving Robot 2 4.55 x 1. 3 = 5.9 This clearly shows that a robot may cover a large, building-sized 
FUTUREWORK
Current work is a preliminary analysis of the applicability of such type of systems. Clearly, we see that the results are promising. We leave a more comprehensive study with probabilistic approaches for later study. We also develop the actual energy equalization algorithm to run on such a network. . Limited geographic scope While this is true, on the other hand our current testbed provides a very reliable and controlled test environment for preliminary algorithmic experiments. While we arc doing more experiments with our current system but also we are developing a more reliable testbed. Our newer testbed will target in the long run:
. The new robots will have enhanced features such very lower power consumption in movement state, higher speed,excellent odometer feedback system for reduced movement overhead and very precise object avoidance system for in building navigation. We target larger geographic scopes and lower number ofrobotr to static nodes ratio in future.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a new paradigm of energy management and equalization using mobility. This approach can increase the network longevity.If the net consumption rate is lower than the possible harvesting rate,enough mobile nodes can provide a selfsustaining system. We defined the robots territory and the number of active serving robots needed in those territory arcas.
We also described the development of a testbed for finding the practical balances for such high longevity network. We found that in our network of 15 static nodes with maximum possible traffic we need about 6 robots to guarantee network longevity. This is a about 0.40% number of robots to number of static nodes ratio for guaranteeing network lifetime. In practice the actual number of robots can be less based on the degree of expected network availability.
The results clearly demonstrate the applicability of our approach to energy maintenance.Wc showed that an unmodified network would partition in less than a day can be made sustainable with the addition of 40% mobile nodes. This result demonstrates that the addition of a few, relatively inexpensive robots (less than twice the cost of static nodes) can make sensor nets self-sustaining.
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